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In the Republic of the religious gang. Are you secular then you are a criminal?
They ask about the religious hypocrisy?

Iraq, 14.03.2018, 01:57 Time

USPA NEWS - The religious gang in Iraq has not kept anything from Islam, except yellow papers and black Fatwas! because of what
is called some (clerics) .. the Islamic religion in Iraq has become a religion of thieves and criminals!

The terrorist (cleric) Amer al-Kafishi, one of the leaders of the Dawa Party, accused the secularists of corrupting the minds of young
people, stressing that a confrontation of Daesh is easier than secularists.

Acoording to the ethicals & religion of(al-Kafishi)the secular, liberals, leftists, communists, socialists and Nasserites in Iraq are infidels
and must either be killed or religion tax to be imposed on them. If any of these people shake hands with you, you have to wash your
hand with disinfectant. These are the calls of political Islam in Iraq which was brought by the government of President George W.
Bush!

The question to Mr. Trump being the president of the largest and greatest state in the world ..: How long will Iraq remain fertile ground
for killing and slaughter tampering with all those who have a religious impairment?

How long will these Islamic parties mess in Iraq ... robbery, killing, arrests and displacement of their sons?

Do not say change them in the upcoming parliamentary elections .. because .. The United States and all countries of the world know
that these elections are fake and falsified results in advance meantime , .. Gentlemen in the White House know that Iran is the Iraqi
election box .. which decides who wins and Loses in this comedy series!

History may keep for successive centuries events that continue to occur in Iraq of destruction and cultural decline that runs at the
speed of the game of Atari cars since 2003 to the time of writing this article,if some centuries of the world age may remain?

After the politicians of Islam went bankrupt in Iraq .. and .. their false speech and hypocritical clinging to the Islamic religion can no
more manipulate the minds of ordinary people and young ..

And after the situation moved us to this degree of hallucinations in the religious discourse .. they came out on the people with a new
diabolical heresy specifically at a time when Iraq is witnessing the struggle of parties and political blocs to win the upcoming
parliamentary elections. It is not hidden to all that the cleric called (Amer al-Kafishi) and his ilk and those who believe that they are holy
and it is not allowed to approach them! while originally, they are talkers and gangs who impose their fascist ideas on us, which brought
us to the happiest times of decay and degradation. But they believe in their lies and hypocrisy, and say thank God because we have
brought Iraq to the era of enlightenment and renaissance .. but they are.. the elders of fraud & imposture ?

In fact, through my follow-up and reading about all political Islam, today under my hand a book with the title (modernity and the Koran)
of the Moroccan writer (Said Nasheed), one of the finest written about the hypocrisy of political Islam, I chose for you some
commensurate with our reality and bitter Iraqi prisoners in myths and the mazes of the parties and the Islamic blocs that govern Iraq ..
Where .. writer: Says: They ask you about the religious hypocrisy. Say:

1. Religious hypocrisy is that you .. to demand (fantasy vendor) to marry her at night, and in the morning give her some money and say
to her: you are divorced!

2. The religious hypocrisy is to say:.. Do not care about the corruption of bribery, the corruption of the judiciary, the corruption of tax



evasion, the corruption of money laundering, the corruption of fraud in goods, the corruption of drug mafia and the smuggling of
weapons, and then see corruption all the corruption in just as a skirt or short pants or kiss on a publicity plate !

3.Religious hypocrisy means that you enter the mosque to call on the infidels with threats, and then go out to seek aid from the World
Bank or US aid!

4. Religious hypocrisy means that.. you demand the application of the law of God and then you migrate with your family to live in a
secular country!

5. Religious hypocrisy means that you.. invoke the law of God to remain outside the law, that is, outside the accounting!

6. Religious hypocrisy means that you .. call people for prayer at the prayer times and do not invite them to working hours!

7. The religious hypocrisy means that .. you attribute yourself to Islam by force and say I am an Islamic .. But you .. devoid Islam of all
cultural, artistic, aesthetic and civilizational contents, do not keep or deserve to be rejected such as Ibn al-Rushd and Quartets of al-
Khayyam and Al-Khawarizms of Al Khawarzmi,and symphonies of al-Mosily,Juha comedies then you keep nothing of Islam but only..
some yellow papers and black fatwas, then you say this is Islam,it is a magnifying and alienation and snoring and the fate of fate!

8. Religious hypocrisy means that you.. say :t God is beautiful and he loves beauty, and then you feel provoked when you see a
beautiful hairstyle for beautiful hair for a beautiful woman!

9. Religious hypocrisy means that you reiterate the quotation of the saying (With remembering God hearts are ensured), but you
scream with the cry of( God is bigger) but you kill and explode!

10. Religious hypocrisy is .. to say: Islam is a religion of mercy and tolerance, and those who do not accept your judgments you will
blow their heads and blow their bones!

11. Religious hypocrisy means that you be.. a leader and ask the TV camera to shoot you while you pray in order to let millions watch
you but (what are you doing ) pray!

Before I conclude, I say to you, (the Sheikh)you should go to the camps of the displaced and the expatriates, and the poor ,and donate
anything simple that makes them happy. much better than these failed speeches. Naturally, you were in Europe and learned how
governments of these countries deal and act, the countries which you brand them as(infidel states) ! These days temperatures in
Europe have reached their lowest levels (_45) while infidel governments offer all their possibilities for the comfort of the citizen to feel
warm ... whether secular or leftist or socialist or communist or religious liar since .. All are equal.
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